
 Minutes of  Horsforth in Bloom  Meeting on January 7
th

 2017 in the Museum 

   

Present:   Dawn Collins,  Penny Pinn, Joan Relph, Kate Van Heel, Peter Mallott, Kath Rolls,  

Jeff Hill, Alan Gray, Hilary Taylor 

 

Events since the last meeting 

Horsforth Bierhaus donated 10p a pint  to Horsforth in Bloom.  They will be thanked on the 

website and the cheque will be officially presented to Dawn  later.  An opportunity to send 

photo to the press.  Peter to organize. 

HinB tender for the Jubilee Gardens could bring in £300 HTC has given £500 from the 

Finance and General Purposes Committee.  There could be a further £500. 

Sale of  crafts in December raised £170 –Penny’s Guides and Brownies events sold goods  

Sam Newby-Wright was particularly helpful – Dawn to send a thank you note. 

Peter had paid £350 for  bulbs. 

Some fruit trees had been planted on Broadgate Lane and a resident had objected.  Dawn 

pointed out that permission must always be sought to avoid problems with the utilities and so 

they had to be re-planted elsewhere.  Permission to be asked for some planted on the King 

Edwards.  Peter 

Brownlee Presentation.  Horsforth Community Hub will liaise with Peter.  The artists are to 

be singled out  as it is their  work that is being commended.   Invite MP and City Council. 

 

 Agenda for the meeting – to assess the progress Hin B has made and plan for the future 

 

 A  schedule of activities was discussed using a provisional    template.  After some time it 

was  decided that Peter and Alan should meet and work out the plan of action and come back 

to the meeting with it. 

To acknowledge the support of Sue’s parks team it was agreed that they should at some point 

be presented with a gift of cake and biscuits. 

The question arose about  responsibility  for the boxes on the railings by the lights and the 

tubs on Town Street.  It was possible the firm that waters the hanging baskets is contracted to 

do them.  Dawn to seek clarification. 

In Bloom Criteria – Not everyone had downloaded a copy so it was agreed to postpone 

discussion on this until February meeting.  Hilary to pass copy to Joan 

AOB  

 

Focus in March on work with children  and in April on  the environment  

Bulb planting – St James estate was discussed  

Spring Judging- presentation to the judges to is a priority  

 

 Agenda for  Meeting on February 4
th

  

 

The work  timetable -Alan and Peter 

Judging Criteria 

Business Plan 

Spring Judging 


